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Introduction

The conference “Global Transitions and Asia 2060: Climate, Political-Economy, and Iden-
tity” was jointly sponsored by three institutions from three nations: Tamkang University, 
Taipei, Taiwan; Foundation For the Future, Bellevue, Washington USA; and Kyung Hee 
University, Seoul, Korea . Organizers were Dr . Sohail Inayatullah, Professor in the Graduate 
Institute of Futures Studies at Tamkang University; Sesh Velamoor, Trustee and Director of 
Programs for Foundation For the Future; and Dr . Jae-ryong Song, Professor in the Depart-
ment of Sociology at Kyung Hee University .

The event was hosted by Tamkang University, beginning with a reception and round-
table discussion on November 3, 2010, and continuing with two full days of meetings on 
the Tamsui campus on November 4 and 5 . On November 6, all conference participants were 
invited to join in Tamkang’s Diamond Jubilee celebration of its 60th anniversary .

Scholars from India, China, Korea, Malaysia, Iran, Oman, Bangladesh, Australia, Tai-
wan, and Pakistan convened for face-to-face discussions on the 50-year future of Asia . The 
purpose of the conference was to embed a long-term futures-thinking approach in current 
policy discussions on the future of Asia in academic, governmental, and business arenas . 
The objective was to explore the future of Asia given current conditions on the planet, ex-
pressed in three subthemes: 1) Asia at the carbon and energy crossroads, 2) Asia and new 
models of economy and governance – toward an Asian Union, and 3) Asian identity in tran-
sition and transformation .

Welcoming remarks to open the conference were given by Dr . Flora Chia-I Chang, Presi-
dent of Tamkang University; Walter Kistler, President of Foundation For the Future; and 
Dr . Yersu Kim, Professor and Former Rector of the Global Academy for Future Civilizations, 
Kyung Hee University .

Dr. Flora Chang stated, “There is no doubt that Asia is the most exciting region of the 
world right now,” referencing an editorial in The China Post that cited the 19th century as 
belonging to the British, the 20th century as belonging to America, and the 21st century as 
the Asian century .

Dr. Clement C.P. Chang, Founder of Tamkang University, was unable to attend the 
meetings for health reasons but sent a letter of welcome, read by Dr . Sohail Inayatullah . Dr . 
Chang’s letter urged the conference to not merely consider the current trajectory for Asia’s 

NASA – U.S. Geological 
Survey image of the 
continent of Asia.

purpose

Asian century

subthemes

futures thinking
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future but to use the concepts of futures studies to investigate alternative futures and the 
strategies to implement them . “For Asian nations to thrive and to ensure that they do not 
make the mistakes of other nations, futures thinking is essential,” wrote Dr . Chang . “With 
the tools of futures thinking we can better imagine desired futures, explore alternative fu-
tures, and critically unpack the hidden assumptions of current trajectories . Futures studies, 
after all, is not just a technical discipline but it is the opening up of imagination .”

Walter Kistler urged conference attendees to avoid making predictions about the fu-
ture but instead to talk about the possibilities . “I like to call it ‘the landscape’ of the future,” 
he said, advising that participants “give a picture of the landscape that is in front of us, and 
leave it open which specific path humanity will follow because we cannot predict that .”

Dr. Yersu Kim spoke of the parallels between Kyung Hee University and Tamkang Uni-
versity, and the ideals each has pursued during the 60 years of their existence (Kyung Hee 
celebrated its 60th anniversary in 2009) . Kyung Hee has “never lost sight of creating a cul-
tural world that would be spiritually beautiful, materially affluent, and humanly rewarding 
for all peoples and civilizations of the world,” he said, adding “this more idealistic part of 
our universities is increasingly coming to the fore .”

The conference keynote speech was given by Dzulkifli Abdul Razak, Vice-Chancellor / 
President, Universiti Sains Malaysia, addressing the era of unsustainability facing the world 
as a result of the excesses of the Western world, which created vulnerabilities mainly in Asia . 
[See Section 1] Thirteen 20-minute presentations relating to the subthemes of the confer-
ence were given by participants, and three fishbowl conversations focused on the scenarios 
of possible Asian futures for 2060 and the description and implementation of the required 
paradigm shift for transition and transformation . 

All details contributing to the smooth accomplishment of the conference schedule 
were adroitly overseen by the Graduate Institute of Futures Studies at Tamkang University, 
chaired by Dr . Jian-Bang Deng, and executed by the futures studies students .

Following is a Summary of the proceedings and findings of the conference .

landscape

ideals
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Left to right:

Three of nine planetary 
boundaries have already 
been exceeded.  
(Chart credit: J. Rockström, 
Stockholm Resilience 
Centre)

Densely populated Jodhpur 
(Blue City) in the Indian 
state of Rajasthan.

unsustainable era

vulnerability

Section 1: Keynote Address

Global Transitions and Asia 2060

DzulKiFli abDul razaK, Vice-Chancellor / President, Universiti Sains Malaysia, began his 
speech by describing Universiti Sains Malaysia as a “university in a garden .” The campus is 
designed to depict the close affinity between the function of a university and nature as part 
of the global ecology . A key to the university’s philosophy is that education is about making 
Mother Earth a sustainable planet for all to live in for many generations to come .

But the reality of the present is that we have entered an unsustainable era, and today 
humanity is using 150 percent of the resources the Earth can generate in a year . Dzulkifli 
described nine planetary boundaries that cannot be crossed if sustainable human devel-
opment is to be maintained . Three have already been exceeded: climate change, rate of 
biodiversity loss, and nitrogen and phosphorous cycles . We are close to exceeding the limits 
for stratospheric ozone depletion, ocean acidification, global freshwater use, and land use . 
The remaining two boundaries are chemical pollution and atmospheric aerosol loading .

“When you talk about global warming and climate change,” said Dzulkifli, “we are really 
in a state of vulnerability in Asia because we lag behind for the simple reason there is a lot 
more population in Asia, for the simple reason we have no capacity to cope with it, for the 
simple reason that in terms of development, we are lagging behind in terms of technology . 
A large part of Asia is not even familiar with terms such as wind technology and sustainable 
development .”

Asian vulnerability has grown out of the disparities between the East and the West . 
Statistics from 2006 show an estimated 1 .5 billion overweight people globally while in devel-
oping countries, 1 out of 10 children die before 5 years of age due to malnutrition . As many as 
850 million people go hungry; 220 million of them are children; and most of these are from 
Asia and the developing world .

Planetary boundaries (J. Rockström, Stockholm Resilience Centre) 

 

Planetary boundary Description Status 

1. Climate change CO2 in the atmosphere limit exceeded 

 

2. Biodiversity loss 

 

Number of species becoming  

extinct per million per year 

 

limit exceeded 

 

3. Nitrogen cycle & 

    Phosphorous cycle 

Amount of N2 per year removed from the 

atmosphere for human use; 

Quantity of P flowing into the oceans per year 

 

limit exceeded 

 

4. Stratospheric  

    ozone depletion 

 

Concentration of ozone 

 

almost exceeded 

 

5. Ocean acidification 

 

 

Saturation state of aragonite in seawater 

 

almost exceeded 

6. Global freshwater 
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Consumption of freshwater 

by humans 
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7. Land use 

 

 

Percentage of land used in agriculture 

 

almost exceeded 

 

8. Chemical pollution 

Amount of toxic substances, plastics, endocrine 

disrupters, heavy metals, nuclear waste, etc., 

emitted into the global environment 

 

not determined 

9. Atmospheric  

    aerosol loading 

Overall particulate concentration in the 

atmosphere, on a regional basis 

 

not determined 
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“Dark Ages”

extinctions

2050

The West’s Great Binge

Dzulkifli quoted media mogul Rupert Murdoch regarding the West’s “great binge”: “We’ve 
been living in the Western world way above our means . We’ve been on a great binge and it’s 
come to an end and we have to live through the correction .” The effect of the great binge 
has continued . “The great binge has cost a lot of disparities that are growing every day,” 
said Dzulkifli . “The gap is growing but is camouflaged with technological and scientific ad-
vances .” Today, about 4 billion people live on less than US$3 per day, with the vulnerability 
mainly in Asia, he said .

By 2050, when the global population has become 9 billion, this number will likely grow 
to 7 billion people living on less than US$3 per day . At the same time, white Caucasians will 
have become a minority in the USA and elsewhere . In fact, a quote from Jacques Attali’s book 
A Brief History of the Future was referenced: “After a very long struggle and in the midst of 
a serious ecological crisis, the still dominant empire – the United States – will finally be 
defeated around 2035 by the same globalization of the markets (particularly the financial 
ones) and by the power of corporations . Financially and politically exhausted, like all other 
empires before it, the United States will cease to run the world . The world will temporarily 
become polycentric with a dozen or so regional powers managing its affairs .” Asia will be 
included in the polycentrism, in one way or another, said Dzulkifli .

An important key, as we look to what the future might be, is to reconstruct the West-
ern-centric paradigm that brands as “the Dark Ages” the thousand-year period from 
approximately AD 500 to 1400 . The Dark Ages were really not dark, said Dzulkifli; instead, 
this was a long era of Sino-Indian, as well as Muslim, prominence and civilizational in-
novation that must be factored into the Renaissance of the late 14th century . “We need to 
recognize that if we want to move into the future as a global entity,” he said .

He noted that between 1500 and 2009, some 875 extinctions have been documented by 
the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources . And this will 
worsen as the Holocene extinction event continues, as a direct result of human influences . 
The rate of species extinctions will escalate between 100 and 1000 times the natural “back-
ground” or average extinction rates in the evolutionary timescale of Earth . Extinctions are 
expected to peak in 2060, with 0 .5 percent of the world’s animal and plant species going 
extinct per year . Again, Asia will be much implicated, being a major part of today’s mega-
biodiversities . All these could redefine the identities of the future .

Out of Asia

Near the end of his keynote speech, Dzulkifli briefly spoke of the “Out-of-Asia” Theory, 
which pertains to work under way at Universiti Sains Malaysia to determine if humankind 
emerged, not out of Africa, but out of Asia . An archaeological discovery may testify that the 
oldest human settlement existed in Asia 1 .83 million years ago . The Asian artifacts predate 
the earliest-known African artifacts . “By this time next year, we might have something use-
ful to announce,” he said .
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Left to right:

Korea has made Green 
Growth Education a priority. 
(Slide from Dr. Lee’s 
presentation)

Mangrove deforestation 
in Asia.

Open-pit mine excavation.

Section 2: Asia at the Carbon and Energy Crossroads

Dr. shun-jie ji, Assistant Professor in the Graduate Institute of Futures Studies at Tamkang 
University, chaired the first set of presentations .

Green Growth Education

Dr. Young siK lee, from Korea, spoke on the theme “Green Growth in Asia,” noting that 
Asia composes 40 percent of the area of the world and 60 percent of the global population, 
but as many as 670 million individuals are living on US$1/day . That means that economic 
growth is a must for Asian countries, but economic growth that follows conventional norms 
of other countries will only consume more energy and induce more environmental prob-
lems . “We cannot follow the economic growth patterns of the last 50 to 100 years,” said 
Dr . Lee, because doing so may destroy the entire ecological system . The solution is Green 
Growth, which emphasizes both economic growth and environmental sustainability .

Korea has made Green Growth Education (GGE) a top agenda . “Last year the South Kore-
an government supported our institute, the Green Education Resource Center, in developing 
new educational materials for the Green Growth concept at the school and in civil sectors 
for training and education,” he said . Hands-on Green Growth projects are emphasized in 
all areas of school activity . The Green Education Resource Center is located on the Kyung 
Hee University campus . Textbook and resource books have been published, and teachers 
were trained this past summer . It is anticipated that resources will be translated into other 
languages and distributed worldwide . A long-term roadmap, beyond the next few years, is 
still to be formulated .

Two Imperatives: Ecological Sustainability and Livelihood Security

ashish Kothari, from India, speaking on “Radical Ecological Democracy,” began with the 
reminder that the word development should not be limited to material growth but also in-
clude enhancements in intellectual, cultural, spiritual, material, and social arenas .

“The vision of development that has been imposed on us or that we have accepted readily 
in all parts of Asia is about thinking of nature as a barrier against which we have to fight or 
that we have to exploit, and that people who are living closely related to nature have to be 
‘civilized’ or ‘educated,’” he said . However, 60 to 70 percent of India’s population are directly 

economic growth

development
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ecosystem-dependent for food, medicine, livelihood, fuel, shelter, clothing, and culture, and 
environmental destruction by “development” has meant displacement for tens of millions of 
people . Among the ecological consequences of development in India are the disappearance 
of more than half the forests and the pollution or draining out of 70 percent of the water bod-
ies; such destruction has only accelerated in the period of economic globalization .

One of the possibilities for changing course, said Kothari, could be “radical ecological 
democracy,” a system in which people can demand the right to have a voice in all decisions 
that affect their lives, a voice that must be informed by ecological sensitivity and sensitiv-
ity to other human beings . “The two absolute imperatives are ecological sustainability and 
livelihood security (including equity), especially of those hundreds of millions of people 
who are most dependent upon the environment for day-to-day living,” he said . Evidence 
of radical ecological democracy is beginning to appear in many parts of India and other 
countries, with literally thousands of instances of decentralised self-rule, sustainable agri-
culture, water and energy security, urban sustainability, rural industry, local markets, and 
other such initiatives that can be documented . “Asian countries are in a unique position to 
lead the world in this transformation,” he concluded .

Looking Beyond Carbon

Dr. talal al-balushi, from the Sultanate of Oman, addressed the conference attendees 
on “Carbon Fuel to Green Revolution .” At present, Oman’s oil and gas sector contributes 25 
percent of the national GDP and 84 percent of the total exports; 70 percent of oil exports go 
to China, Korea, and Japan . The expectation is that oil will be depleted within the next 20 
to 30 years, though gas should continue for 100 to 200 years . In view of this future, Oman’s 
current oil and gas policies focus on research and application of modern techniques to en-
hance production, increase reserves, and reduce costs, but the country has recognized the 
need to explore the opportunity for alternative sources of energy . The Sultanate has a great 
potential in solar and wind energy . In fact, the level of solar density in Oman is among the 
highest in the world, but the country must overcome the problem of dust, which reduces the 
efficiency of solar panels .

The Research Council’s aim is to develop Oman as a regional hub of innovation within 
the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) region, especially in the field of renewable energy . [The 
GCC is an economic/political union of six Arab states – Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi 
Arabia, and United Arab Emirates .]

Oman’s business sectors, ranging from enhanced oil recovery and smart fields to water 
management, biotechnology, renewable energy, and so on, have each developed futures 
scenarios with defined national priorities to bridge the gap between current reality and the 
future . “We’re trying for a Green Revolution,” said Dr . Al-Balushi, who detailed Oman’s vi-
sion for research activities over the next 20 to 30 years as oil supplies diminish .

oil and gas policies

futures scenarios

two imperatives
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Section 2: Asia at the Carbon and Energy Crossroads

Water Scarcity and Water Pollution

Chunmiao zheng spoke about water issues in China, which he called “A Thirsty Nation,” 
explaining that he is more concerned about the present than 50 years into Asia’s future . 
He showed images of a March 2010 dust storm at Tiananmen Square, caused by expanding 
desertification of Northwest China, and of Premier Wen Jiabao visiting a region in South-
west China suffering a 100-year drought . China’s exploitable water resources per capita are 
among the lowest in the world .

“Water scarcity is just one problem . The other problem is that pollution is really wide-
spread,” said Dr . Zheng . Over 400 of 660 cities are experiencing water shortage, and 90 
percent of the aquifers have various degrees of contamination . Further, due to over-pump-
ing, many aquifers show seriously lowered water levels: “We calculate about 4 billion cubic 
meters of groundwater storage depletion per year in the North China Plain .” As for surface 
water, in the North China Plain it is almost nonexistent; huge bridges that formerly spanned 
significant rivers now span dry land . Wherever water is seen flowing, it will very likely be 
wastewater used by farmers for irrigation .

China has identified a number of methods to cope with water scarcity, including sav-
ing water through higher efficiency, changes in agricultural practices (which account for 60 
percent of the use of water resources), rainwater harvesting, desalination, and price reform . 
But the key method the Chinese government is relying on to solve the problem is a mas-
sive engineering project to address the water imbalance between North and South China . A 
three-route, south-to-north water transfer scheme is expected to move some 45 billion cubic 
meters of water per year by 2050, at an estimated cost of US$60 billion . The eastern route is 
almost done; the middle route has been delayed; and the western route is in debate whether 
it will ever be built, due to eco-environmental concerns .

The Chinese government has designated water and energy as the top two national priori-
ties for the 2006–2020, medium-range planning period .

desertification

groundwater depletion

water transfer

Left to right:

Oil refinery.

Wind power factory in China.

Drought in India.
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Section 3: Political-Economy and Governance

sesh Velamoor, panel moderator, opened the session by adding social and cultural as-
pects to political, economic, and governance-related issues under discussion .

Asian Values and Cultural Diversity

Dr. shin-eui ParK, who teaches on arts and cultural management in the Graduate School 
of Business Administration at Kyung Hee University, spoke on “Politics of Difference for 
Talking about Asian Values .” Asia’s future, she said, might be depicted as scattered stones 
on a surface, as “a geography of imagination in the future but without dominant order, so 
we see the scattered stones just like a new order without hierarchical rules or just like a psy-
chological world map made by dispersed existence .”

She chose three people to symbolize Asian identities in the context of globalization . All 
three have experienced colonial history and diaspora, as well as ongoing social conflicts, and 
have made their modes of life as “dispersed beings” or “borderline beings .” So, the question 
“Where am I?” rather than “Who am I?” can be posed for asking about Asian identities .

Dr . Park spoke about Asian values and cultural diversity in the era of social media, and 
about the fact that especially since the Cold War period, Asian geographical boundaries 
have been not only fluid but determined externally . She suggested that in 2060, “perhaps 
‘Asia’ might not be comprehended by geographical boundaries; I rather think that Asia will 
be understood by Asian values .” These values, which can be explained by the concept of 
“difference without conflict” or the new ways of thinking about different value systems and 
multi-layered time zones existing in Asia, can be effected not only by people who are Asian 
biologically but all people who accept these values . A serious reality, she said, is that Asians 
don’t really know each other . She suggested cultural diplomatic cooperation and cultural 
exchanges to make the interconnections to create a new environment for interaction .

Power Shift from the West to the Rest

Dr. sreeram Chaulia addressed the conference on “Geopolitics and Geoeconomics in the 
‘Asian Century,’” emphasizing the power shift “from the West to the rest” especially in the 
context of the decline of the United States since the 1990s . “There is no longer a global 
policeman or world leader who can enforce order through some kind of benign hegemonic 
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stability . What we are seeing instead is the rise of the rest and the ability of more players to 
say, ‘No, thank you, we are not going to follow your lead .’ This means more policy discord 
and lack of multi-lateral solutions, but it also means that power is now more democratically 
distributed,” said Dr . Chaulia .

Speaking of the simultaneous rise of China and India as major powers, he said, “Expan-
sionism is inherent to great-power status, so the question is: Where will China and India 
go for influence and expansion – which parts of the world? … I’m predicting that there are 
strong chances of a new imperial contest .” The real threat, Dr . Chaulia said, is to the people 
of Africa, Latin America, and the rest of Asia, who are likely to “become the grass on which 
these giants collide .”

Though Asia currently has upwardly mobile states, all of them are going at different paces 
and different scales of rise, he said . “So, the importance of Latin America and Africa in Asian 
strategic thinking has increased, and whether it will turn into a ‘turf war’ or not depends a lot 
upon whether we can create intergovernmental as well as nongovernmental institutions that 
can contain, modify, and reorient this confrontation in a more positive direction .”

Dr . Chaulia sees dialogue as the only solution – dialogue involving China, India, and the 
United States about how they view each other towards non-Asian powers and in Africa and 
Latin America: “Nobody has done grand-strategy-level, comprehensive dialogue, and that, 
I say, is going to be necessary .”

Arguments Against “One Asia”

major general anm muniruzzaman drew the attention of the conference to a number of 
issues related to his point that the concept of “one Asia” is not viable . The very construct, he 
believes, “came into prominence because of a Western anxiety over the rise of the Orient .”

“It is my argument here that Asia is perhaps too large, too diverse, too complex to form 
one single, monolithic identity,” he said, emphasizing the “vast geographical space with 
different identities, culture, language, and history .” Before there is a discussion about one 
Asia, there needs to be a deepening of the regional identities .

Among General Muniruzzaman’s arguments against one Asia were: 1) lack of a common 
platform in Asia, because the levels of development of the national economies are too het-
erogeneous and asymmetric, 2) problems of internal inequality in Asia in income, delivery, 
and services to the people within the countries that are on the fast track, 3) more competition 
than cooperation, 4) the contest for leadership for the Asian economy among China, India, 
and Japan, each of which will remain a dominant power for decades and probably centuries, 
5) the inability of Asians to form a strategy for themselves without the involvement of non-
Asians: “Unless Asia can find its own feet where it can take its own independent positions, 
it will be difficult to forge a common nation identity,” said General Muniruzzaman .

A key argument was that the export-oriented nature of the fast-track economies make 
them “totally dependent, not by ourselves, but on the gesture, good will, openness of market, 
and the political understanding that we have with external markets and external powers,” 
he said . This makes Asia’s progress in trade and economy vulnerable to external changes . 
Finally, he identified as Asia’s “most vulnerable path” the energy-unsustainable path of purs-
ing an energy-intensive future when the resources must come from outside of Asia .
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Emphasizing the Intangibles

DzulKiFli abDul razaK, after concurring with Major General Muniruzzaman’s observa-
tions, said that the starting point for discussion about Asia must be the intangibles: “We 
always start with something that we can count, but Einstein said that not all that can be 
counted counts, and not all that counts can be counted .”

Dzulkifli acknowledged that creating well-being includes the aspect of having, so “being 
and having need to be in the same equation, but for the peace of Asia – for the peace of the 
world, for that matter – I think we need to concentrate on the being part, and that is where 
the intangibles need to be articulated . If we are able to do that, then I think the intangibles 
can be spread everywhere .”

The discussion of intangibles will come down to a discussion of our own traditions, 
which are the source of wisdom . “The world was at peace at one time because the competi-
tion wasn’t there,” he said, “People were giving and taking; people were willing to share; the 
whole idea of charity was there .”

Dzulkifli rejected the idea of speaking of an Asian model along the lines of the European 
model: “What’s needed is a common platform, and the common platform, to me, is starting 
with the intangibles . We can agree on anything as far as intangibles are concerned because 
we go back to our humanness, we go back to our social conscience, and I think that is a 
powerful tool to start with .” He admitted to feeling apprehensive at hearing about efforts by 
China and India to colonize, saying: “We are now repeating the same mistake from people 
who have done things to us . When India and China have been colonized a long time before, 
why can’t we learn from that lesson?”
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Section 4: Identity in Transition and Transformation

The subject of identity recurred frequently throughout the conference . Five presentations 
were given on the subject in a plenary session chaired by Dr. jae-rYong song, Professor in 
the Department of Sociology at Kyung Hee University .

Peace and Violence

Dr. Woosung huh, Professor of philosophy from South Korea, addressed the conference on 
“Five Views and Four Questions on Peace and Violence .” The five views were of two Indians 
(Gautama Buddha and M .K . Gandhi) and three Westerners (Johan Galtung, Sigmund Freud, 
and Jean Baudrillard) . The Buddha’s discourses related to violent acts and their causes in 
sensual pleasures . Gandhi’s perspective, concerning imperialism, was that great powers 
must renounce imperialistic aims, cease to believe in competition, and discard the desire 
for material possessions . Galtung held that true globalization means “peace between gen-
ders, generations, and races, where the excluded are included but not by force, and where 
classes, nations, and states serve neither direct nor structural violence .” Freud’s hypothesis 
was that the erotic and the aggressive instincts are usually working together, and Baudril-
lard contended that in the postmodern society of consumption, “it is not the subject and its 
desire, but the object and its seduction that order the world and the history .”

In light of these viewpoints, Dr . Huh posed four questions: 1) Is there any measure to re-
duce violence connected with sensual pleasures, which come through our habits of buying, 
having, and wasting? If there is, would this measure pose an ethical/political dilemma with 
the “inalienable right to the pursuit of happiness”? 2) Is it possible to transform the present 
UN system into an improved United Nations without veto power for privileged countries? 3) 
How do we cope with the seduction of the object? Can Indian practices such as meditation 
recover the subject as a “peace actor” who assumes full responsibility for what humans en-
joy? 4) Will all these issues become obsolete by 2060?
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Regional Order and Cooperation

Dr. K.V. KesaVan, from India, spoke on “Building an Asian Community: Prospects and Chal-
lenges .” Glaringly contradictory trends exist now, said Dr . Kesavan, between the increasing 
interest in building an economically integrated, interdependent Asian community and seri-
ous problems such as territorial issues, terrorism, fundamentalism, maritime security, and 
energy security . “At the same time, there already is a de facto integration taking place, par-
ticularly in Northeast Asia,” he said . China has emerged as the biggest trading partner of 
Japan and of India, as well as an important trading partner with South Korea and the ASEAN 
countries .

“So, what kind of regional order would these countries like to fashion?” he asked, 
considering that there are three or four major players, each very concerned with its own 
long-term strategies . Describing the existing diplomatic policies and declarations for se-
curity cooperation, Dr . Kesavan said, “If you put all this together, you find that there is a 
kind of network of cooperation developing within Japan, India, and Australia .” However, it 
appears that consensus has formed to maintain multipolarities: “No single country will be 
allowed to become dominant in the regional order .”

Another serious issue facing these countries in the next two or three decades is energy 
cooperation . “Energy security [meaning stable supply at a reasonable cost] will pose a major 
challenge to Asian countries that predominantly depend on external sources of energy for 
their sustenance,” said Kesavan . The third major challenge for building an Asian commu-
nity concerns “the baggage of history,” he said, citing particularly how Japan/China, Japan/
Korea, China/India, and India/Pakistan relations have been weighed down by memories of 
past history: “How they solve these issues will have great bearing on the shape of things that 
are to come in the Asian continent .”

Genetics + Memetics

VahiD V. motlagh, Iranian independent futurist, founder and editor of the Farsi website 
Vahid Think Tank, spoke on the theme “Multiple Longer-term Futures of Asia: Some Major 
Transitions .” “Mathematically speaking,” he said, “there is no upper limit on the future of 
innovation in our society .” For the very long-term future, the main driving force of change 
is evolution . “As we use genetics to study the building blocks of life, in studying culture and 
how it evolves, we use the term memetics,” said Motlagh, “and these two, when they are 
combined, may shed light on the future of human society .” In fact, in the future it may be 
possible to shift the genes of a people in order to alter their memes, he suggested .

Motlagh presented evidence that evolution is still working, but for the longer term some 
scientists have concluded “natural selection no longer determines the evolutionary process 
but artificial selection does, because right now we have a huge number of biotechnology ap-
plications that could make us more in a position of manipulating our genetic buildup .” For 
example, new technologies related to synthetic life already enable us to create vaccines to 
defeat fast-evolving viruses .

Six distinct Asian values were identified: interdependence, Wu Wei principles, connec-
tion to the land, Earth-chained religious thoughts, blood purity in marriage, obeying the 
authority . Motlagh asked: “In the future could it be possible that the West may leave the 
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Section 4: Identity in Transition and Transformation

Earth, and the East, because of the Asian values, will remain on the Earth?” In this case, 
not only vacant lands would be left behind to be filled, but also a huge “way of thought” 
vacuum, which Eastern spiritual cultures would be positioned to fill .

Spiritual Dimension

DaDa shambhushiVananDa, a yogic monk, spoke on “Middle Path Scenario – A Buddhist 
and Tantric Perspective from Thailand and India,” with the stated intention to take the dis-
cussion to a spiritual dimension .

The future of Asia will depend on how its residents choose to envision and act, said Dada 
Shambhushivananda: “We can choose to remain complacent or become proactive in creat-
ing a world order that serves the highest good of the largest number of people – or rather 
the greatest good of all including all the other species .” Creating a golden age in Asia is pos-
sible, he said, if we could just align ourselves with the abundance of nature . “A nation can 
be called truly developed only if it is able to sustain its progress through its own resources 
without having to deprive other nations of their opportunities for their own growth … It 
should be our collective responsibility to help each nation to do so,” he said .

The Middle Path falls between the scenario in which conflicts and disparities increase 
and the world goes downhill, and the dream in which “enlightened people from the Asian 
subcontinent suddenly descend and bring order into this world .” The Middle Path finds 
ways to overcome the materialistic outlook . “The first step of spirituality is restraint,” he 
said, introducing a short discussion about the Progressive Utilization Theory (PROUT) elabo-
rated by P .R . Sarkar: “No individual should be allowed to accumulate any personal wealth 
without the clear permission and approval of the collective body .”

“Only this spiritual worldview will be able to redirect the politics, the economics, the 
geopolitical systems in the direction in which we can solve the massive problems that we 
face,” said Dada Shambhushivananda .
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Pedagogical Path: How We Can Learn

Dr. julie mattheWs, from University of the Sunshine Coast, Australia, addressed the con-
ference on “Asia, Climate Change Complexity and Cultural Hybridity .”

“Climate change has made climatologists of many of us, and if it hasn’t it should have 
done,” she said, “Our survival on the Earth is dependent on our capacity to understand 
what is happening and to act accordingly .”

Dr . Matthews believes that identity and tradition will not save us: “There is no going 
back to any pristine world we’ve lost .” What is needed, instead, is a hybrid consciousness, 
one that raises awareness of complexity and the “mixness of things,” she said, and that 
forces a radical critique of everything we take for granted, not least “the boundaries that we 
know to be of our own making, historically and culturally constructed .”

An example of a hybrid project is the South East Queensland Climate Adaptation Re-
search Initiative, on which she is one of many scientists and academics, working with 
government decision-makers to try to figure out what kind of policies need to be initiated 
over the next 10 to 20 years to address expected sea-level rises of 0 .5 and 0 .8 meters .

The Earth’s ecosystem resilience – that’s how the scientists refer to it, she said – will be 
exceeded this century, but so far climate change is a future risk that does not have a tan-
gible effect on everyday life for most people . “This makes urgency in action quite difficult 
to get across to people,” said Matthews . In hybrid visions, everyone’s viewpoint is needed . 
“Unless we bring together indigenous knowledge with science and social science, we’re not 
doing our job as academics .”
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Section 5: Fishbowls

Three 90-minute “fishbowl” conversations were conducted, each devoted to one of the fol-
lowing themes: 1) project your scenario of Asia in 2060, 2) describe the paradigm shift that 
will be needed as Asia moves forward, and 3) detail the mechanisms that might be used to 
implement the paradigm shift and move Asia successfully to 2060 .

Two observers were asked to join the conversations: Tony Stevenson, Australian futur-
ist, and Shun-jie Ji of Tamkang’s Graduate Institute of Futures Studies . Sohail Inayatullah, 
one of the conference organizers, developed summaries that not only benefitted the fish-
bowl conversations as they progressed, but also aided in the development of this summary 
of the discussions .

Fishbowl 1: The Scenarios

Fishbowl 1 was a conversation among Julie Matthews, Major General Muniruzzaman, 
Dzulkifli Abdul Razak, Tony Stevenson, and Chunmiao Zheng, bringing together exper-
tise in education, sustainability, military security, futures studies, and global water issues .

Four scenarios emerged from the conversation . The first saw a dramatic, idealistic shift 
from today to 2060, with Asia leading the world in Green technological innovation . A new 
Asian Union would ensure equity, learning, enhanced productivity, and better health for all, 
with a smoothing over of present-day geopolitical conflicts into a single “borderless” Asia . 
The second scenario saw a new imperialism coming out of Asia’s economic rise, with little in 
the way of improved ethics and equity . The third scenario reflected the feeling that 50 years is 
not long enough to accomplish fundamental change . Though Asia would rise and the Asian 
Union would emerge in terms of trade and a new Asian currency, the world economy would 
not alter dramatically; nation-states not only would continue but might increase in number; 
and stable energy resources would remain an issue . In the fourth scenario, climate change 
has taken a serious toll with the result that conflicts have grown more intense as seas have 
risen, major portions of states have disappeared, energy resources have dried up, and a mas-
sive humanitarian disaster has occurred . Proliferation of nuclear weapons is probable .

Futurist suggestions surfaced that the Western world, which is given to conquest of other 
worlds, might move to Mars, thus opening up new lands on Earth for Asians, and perhaps 
“historical baggage” could be erased through the use of technological innovations .
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Fishbowl 2: The Needed Paradigm Shift

Fishbowl 2 included Sreeram Chaulia, Ashish Kothari, Young Sik Lee, Vahid V. Motlagh, 
and Dada Shambhushivananda, thus drawing on expertise in political science and interna-
tional affairs, environmental activism, applied chemistry, Green education, futures studies, 
and spirituality .

Charged with figuring out what paradigm shifts would be required, this fishbowl conver-
sation first looked at the existing paradigm to determine what elements should be discarded . 
Excessive emphasis on rationality at the expense of other ways of knowing was one per-
spective these scholars wished to discard, as was an expansionist economy that focused on 
accumulation of wealth without regard for nature and others . A society that emphasizes the 
material, the male, the individualistic, the desire to be “one up” over other cultures, nature, 
and women was one they saw as worth changing . However, civil liberties and freedom to 
disagree were seen as elements to retain .

The new paradigm must include the scientific-empirical but integrate the spiritual as-
pects to raise society’s level of consciousness . It must emphasize learning, specifically 
education that is reflective, service-based, and built from multiple ways of knowing . A 
well-run economy marked by sustainability, self-sufficiency, and emphasis on the local was 
considered a foundation of the new paradigm, as were gender equity, cooperation rather 
than competition, respect for diversity, and working with nature rather than seeing nature 
as something to be overcome . Renewable energy with recycling of all wastes would be key . 
Governance under the new paradigm would be characterized by transparency and partici-
patory democracy using new technologies for increased inclusiveness in decision-making . 
The United Nations would become the United Peoples of the World, so its structure would 
include indigenous peoples, NGOs, associations, and businesses, along with nation-states .

Fishbowl 3: Implementing the New Paradigm

Fishbowl 3 was made up of Talal Al-Balushi, Woosung Huh, Shun-jie Ji, K.V. Kesavan, and 
Shin-Eui Park, who collectively brought to the conversation expertise in international rela-
tions, human genetics and medicine, philosophy, futures studies, Japanese studies, and arts 
and culture management . 

This group had the difficult task of voicing by what mechanisms and strategies the new 
paradigm might be implemented . The main key would be education at all levels to create 
sustainability and an empathic civilization . Suggestions included the creation of a global 
prize from Asia, perhaps the Gandhi Peace Prize, and the restructuring of the United Nations 
and world trade organizations . Measurement systems that measure only economic growth 
must be revised to a paradigm that integrates prosperity, respect for nature, gender partner-
ship, and spiritual practice . New financial institutions and energy agencies would also be 
needed, with far more representation of Asian nations and communities . Nuclear weapons 
must be either ubiquitous or completely destroyed . 

Participants who were listening during this fishbowl conversation subsequently voiced 
concern that poverty remained unaddressed . They also spoke for implementation of a 
worldwide climate accord, technological innovations that offer solutions to present-day 
problems, creation of better trade routes within Asia, and the return to traditional values .
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Appendix: Participants’ Statements and Brief Biographies

Dr. Talal Al-Balushi
What are the three most important questions for Asia, going forward, and why?

1. In the face of high uncertainty in the extent of the impact and likely 
multi-dimensional consequences associated with climate change, the 
concept of green growth becomes all the more important . The con-
cept of green growth has long been discussed in relation to general 

economic growth and decoupling environmental damage from economic activity . How is 
the balance achieved between having a successful industrial economy while keeping green 
growth sustained in Asia?

2. Water connects us in the most fundamental way . We cannot survive without it . Moreover, 
water is intrinsically linked to the most immediate challenges we face today, including food 
security, health, climate change, economic growth, and poverty alleviation . Water problems 
in Asia today are severe – one out of five people (700 million) does not have access to safe 
drinking water and half of the region’s population (1 .8 billion people) lack access to basic 
sanitation . As population growth and urbanization rates in Asia rise rapidly, stress on the 
region’s water resources is intensifying . How will Asian governments cope and share these 
issues together?

3. The role of healthcare is an important part of the economic infrastructure and is of-
ten overlooked . Almost every industrialized country has undertaken some approaches to 
healthcare reform; few Asian countries have tackled the fundamental economic questions 
about healthcare, the healthcare workforce, and healthcare investment . This issue needs 
to be contextualized to the other societal investments that need to be made in education, 
sustainability, and infrastructure . We are dealing with a world that is older, sicker, and fatter 
than it has ever been, and, at the same time, determining the “right” amount of healthcare 
expense as a percentage of GDP; we have some pretty substantial challenges to address . 
Therefore, what are the best path forward and the best alternative available?

Brief Biography

Dr. talal al-balushi is currently Director of International Relations and Research Administration in 

the Research Council . He joined Sultan Qaboos University in 2000 after obtaining his BSc . and Mphil . from 

Glasgow University and Strathclyde University in the field of medical genetics . For the next three years, he 

was in charge of the Molecular Genetics Diagnostic Lab . He was also a board member in the College of Medi-

cine representing the Hospital and College Biomedical Scientists . In 2003 he received a scholarship from 

the Japanese government to attain his Ph .D . in human genetics and community medicine . Graduating from 

Tsukuba University in 2008, he came back to the Department of Genetics and was the Chief Biomedical Sci-

entist, and continued with his research work and publications . In addition he was a member of the college 

budget committee and member of the strategic development committee .

In the Research Council, Dr . Al-Balushi is responsible to establish and maintain relationships with for-

eign research organizations to facilitate the development of linkages and communication channels between 

the various functions within the Council and potential international research counterparts, and negotiate 

MoUs . In addition he is currently responsible for overseeing all sector teams to establish Oman’s research 

priorities in specific fields, as well as creating research strategies, developing and supporting programs for 
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research, and managing and carrying out general policy research .

He is one of the founding members to establish the Oman Road Safety Association . He is also a member 

of the executive committee of the National Program for Book Support . In addition, Dr . Al-Balushi represents 

the Sultanate in the science and technology international cooperation network for the Gulf Cooperation 

Countries with the European Union (INCONET-GCC) .
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Dr. Sreeram Chaulia
What are the three most important questions for Asia, going forward, and why?

1. As Asian powerhouses are projected to become drivers of global 
economic growth in the next half century, the energy intensity of their 
modernisation becomes a central concern for the whole world . Will 
China, India, and fast-growing economies of Southeast Asia pollute 

their way to the status of “developed” economies or is there an alternative model for nation-
al and regional rise in wealth and power that is not destructive of the environment? Allied to 
this problem is the specific issue of different models of industrialisation and service-driven 
growth, which have different carbon footprints . Also crucial here is the question of popular 
mobilisation in Asia for “green politics” on the lines of Green Parties, which have done ex-
ceedingly well in shifting the discourse on climate change in continental Europe .

2. Is it conceivable that the loosely spread out geographical landmass called “Asia” develops 
a continental identity that breaks down the regionalisation so prevalent in today’s parlance 
(East Asia, Southeast Asia, South Asia, Central Asia, and West Asia)? In the 19th century, 
Kakuzo Okakura of Japan, Rabindranath Tagore of India, and Sun Yat-Sen of China champi-
oned a pan-Asianism that never fructified . Notions that Asians are somehow more spiritual 
and other-worldly, as well as authority-loving rather than individualistic (Asian Values), 
have circulated from time to time but fell by the wayside to nationalistic antagonisms and 
materialistic ideologies like communism and capitalism . Will Asia remain a geographical 
monstrosity in the coming half century or will accelerated adoption of capitalism generate 
a common-market-based identity?

3. Can Asian states ever arrive at a collective security-like arrangement that can manage 
intra-Asian conflicts and prevent recurrent cycles of warfare and territorial disputes? Will it 
take a major Asian war for a “Concert of Europe” (post-Napoleonic Wars)-like security archi-
tecture to emerge? With three major powers (China, Japan, and India) coexisting uneasily in 
Asia, and a fourth one likely to emerge if the two Koreas reunite, will Asia become a fiercely 
competitive terrain in which states ally with others to contain more powerful rivals? Is in-
tense balance of power politics with possible Cold War-like division of Asia into two camps 
a likelihood? What kind of accommodative international structures need to be constructed 
to prevent this disastrous outcome?

Brief Biography

sreeram Chaulia was appointed Vice Dean of the Jindal School of International Affairs, India’s first global 

policy school, on October 1, 2010, by the O .P . Jindal Global University, which is located in the National Capi-

tal Region of Delhi . Prior to that, he was Associate Professor and Executive Director of the Centre for Global 

Governance and Policy in the Jindal Global Law School at O .P . Jindal Global University .

Chaulia holds a Ph .D . in political science (2005–2009) from the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public 

Affairs, Syracuse University, and a Professional M .A . in international affairs (2001–2003) from the same insti-

tution . Before that, he obtained an M .Sc . in history of international relations (2000–2001) from the London 

School of Economics and Political Science, University of London, where his master’s thesis on Indian foreign 
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policy was published as a scholarly article in the journal International Politics . He earned a second B .A . in 

modern history (1998–2000) from University College, University of Oxford, after topping Delhi University in 

B .A . Honours in history (1995–1998), which he completed at St . Stephen’s College .

Dr . Chaulia straddles the worlds of academia and practice of international affairs, with a background as 

an International Civilian Peacekeeper for Nonviolent Peaceforce in war zones of Mindanao, Southern Philip-

pines (June–August 2006) and Batticaloa, Eastern Sri Lanka (September 2003–February 2005) .

He is also a widely read columnist on international current affairs for Asia Times in Hong Kong (February 

2002–present) and a columnist on international political economy for The Financial Express in New Delhi 

(December 2008–present) . He is the author of two books, one popular (2005) and one scholarly (to be re-

leased February 2011); two academic book chapters (to be released February 2011); 21 academic journal and 

institutional articles; and nearly 350 articles and reviews in popular newspapers, magazines, and journals 

(details are available at www .sreeramchaulia .net) .

Dr . Chaulia has consistently demonstrated academic brilliance at different educational institutions . He 

was awarded the Dotty Payson Memorial Scholarship by Syracuse University (2001–2002) and was among 

a select few Indians who received the Radhakrishnan British Chevening Scholarship (1998–2000) to study 

at Oxford . In his undergraduate days, he won a number of awards such as the Dip Chand Memorial Prize, 

Delhi University (1998); the Sanwa Bank Scholarship, Delhi University (1997); the C .F . Andrews Memorial 

Prize, St . Stephen’s College (1997–1998); and the Bhalla Memorial Prize, St . Stephen’s College (1995) . At pre-

university levels, he was awarded the National Merit Scholarship by the Government of India (1995) and the 

T . Prakasam Memorial Prize by A .K .C . Junior College (1994) .
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Dzulkifli Abdul Razak
What are the three most important questions for Asia, going forward, and why?

1. As Asia pushes forward into the future, how much of the current 
global construct could it (re-)shape to make it more just and fair? In the 
previous centuries many global agendas were pursued by the indus-
trialised countries of the global North that invariably put their interest 

ahead of the rest, including Asia, and perpetuated an uneven playing field . Can Asia provide 
a more equitable leadership?

2. Unlike the Western hemisphere, its Eastern counterpart has somehow been fragmented 
into at least “Near,” “Middle,” and “Far” East that ultimately make up much of Asia . To what 
extent can Asia iron out the apparent differences and become a truly unified global force of 
the future? Asia and its rich historical, cultural, and civilisational experiences can go a long 
way to celebrate diversity as a major platform towards a globalised world .

3. Given that the Confucian, Vedic, and Islamic ethics are generally pervasive throughout 
Asia, how far can they collectively redefine the current global ethics that evolved out during 
the days of the Renaissance of Western Europe? Today’s global ethics, which are failing as 
indicated by the various global crises extending to the ecology, economics, and also geo-
politics, may therefore need to be urgently revisited .

Brief Biography

DzulKiFli abDul razaK is currently the Vice-Chancellor of University Sains Malaysia since 2000 . He is 

presently serving as the Vice-President/President-Designate of the International Association of Universities 

(IAU) – a UNESCO-affiliated organization . He served as President of Association of Southeast Asia Institutions 

of Higher Learning (ASAIHL) from 2007 to 2008 . He is also a member of Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM) – Advi-

sory Education Hub Advisory Committee, Executive Council of Association of Commonwealth Universities 

(ACU), and also Advisory Committee of World Universities Forum, Davos .

He has served on the World Health Organization (WHO) Expert Advisory Panel on Drug Policies and 

Management since 1995, and the WHO Scientific Advisory Committee on Tobacco Product Regulation (2000–

2002) . He has led a number of missions on behalf of WHO in Asia-Pacific and East African regions . At the 

national level, he is the Chair of Malaysian Vice-Chancellors’/Rector’s Committee, Chair of Multimedia Tech-

nology Enhancement Operations Sdn Bhd (METEOR) – the parent body of Open University Malaysia, and 

Chair of Malaysian Examination Council, and serves as Advisor to the National Higher Education Research 

Institute (IPPTN) . He is also a member of the Malaysian Qualification Agency (MQA) .

He is appointed a member of National Economic Advisory Council established in 2009, and has been the 

Co-chair of the Malaysian Industry-Government Hi-Technology (MIGHT) since 2006 . He is also a Director of 

the Malaysian Productivity Corporation (formerly National Productivity Corporation), where he heads the 

Creativity and Innovation Consultative Panel .

He is currently a member of the National Innovation Council, the National IT Council, and the National 

Biotechnology Implementation Committee .

He regularly contributes to leading Malaysian dailies: as a weekly columnist on matters relating to edu-

cation, science, health, and global events (since 1995) for The New Straits Times, and more recently (since 

2008), fortnightly for The Edge, a business weekly commenting on issues relating to business, ethics, and 
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current issues . More than 600 articles have been published through these media . He is a Fellow of the Ma-

laysia Academy of Science, and also of the World Academy of Art and Science .

He is married to Masrah Abidin and has four children: Ridzal (31), Johan (23), Suriani (22), and Farhana (17) .
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Dr. Woosung Huh
What are the three most important questions for Asia, going forward, and why?

1. Is there any measure to reduce violence closely connected with 
“sensual” pleasures (kama), which we often get through our habits of 
buying, having, and wasting too much (Affluenza: The All-Consuming 
Epidemic, 2005)? If there is, will this measure pose an ethical/political 

dilemma between “an inalienable right to the pursuit of happiness (or of pleasure/enjoy-
ment) protected under today’s democracy” and “being less violent”?

2. Is it possible to transform the present UN system into an improved United Nations without 
any veto power for privileged countries, which is, as Galtung argues, one of the precondi-
tions for true globalization and global democracy?

3. How do we cope with the seduction of the object or with the Baudrillardian anti-human-
ism formed through his observation of today’s consumer society? Can Indian practices such 
as meditation recover the subject as a “peace actor” who assumes full responsibility for 
what humans see and what humans enjoy?

4. Will all these issues become obsolete by 2060?

Brief Biography

Woosung huh is a Professor in the Department of Philosophy at Kyung Hee University and is also the 

Director of Institute for Nonviolence and President of Korean Association of Japanese Thought . He received 

his Ph .D . in philosophy from the University of Hawaii, Manoa . His publications include “The Philosophy 

of History in ‘Later’ Nishida: A Philosophic Turn, Philosophy East and West” (1990); “Inganiran mueon-

ninga” (What Is a Man? co-authored 1997); Geundaeilbonui du eolgul (Two Faces of Modern Japan: A Study of 

Nishida’s Philosophy, 2000); “Manhae’s Understanding of Buddhism,” Korea Journal (2000); “Gandhi and 

Manhae: ‘Defending Orthodoxy, Rejecting Heterodoxy’ and ‘Eastern Ways, Western Instruments,’” Korea 

Journal, 41:3 (2001); “A Monk of Mukti and Karma: The Thought and Life of Baik Yongsung,” Korea Journal 

(UNESCO), 45:1 (Spring 2005); “A Study of Conditions for Reducing Nationalistic Sentiment in the East Asia,” 

Journal of Japanese Thought (2007) .

¯
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Dr. K.V. Kesavan
What are the three most important questions for Asia, going forward, and why?

In the post-Cold-War period, the focus of world attention has shifted to 
Asia, which has emerged as the main centre of dynamic economic and 
technological growth . The dramatic rise of Japan as an economic super 
power was followed by the impressive strides made by the Asian tigers . 

The growth trajectories of China and India, if their current tempo is maintained, will add new 
dimensions to the emerging economic and security architecture of Asia . For the first time in 
history, Asia witnesses the presence of three economic powers simultaneously seeking to 
play key roles in the continent . When one examines the current situation, it would be very 
difficult to miss certain glaringly contradictory trends . There are strong movements towards 
economic integration as clearly reflected in the conclusion of many Free Trade / Economic 
Partnership Agreements . These trends towards closer interdependence will doubtless gath-
er greater momentum in the coming years since there is an increasing interest among Asian 
countries to build an Asian community . But Asia is also home to diverse problems including 
those connected with territories, terrorism, ethnic and religious fundamentalism, nuclear 
proliferation, maritime security, and fierce competition for energy . In my opinion, Asia will 
face the following three most serious challenges in the coming decades:

1. The first serious challenge is that the continent should remain free from the threat of 
hegemony by any single country . In an effort to promote multipolarity, efforts to build an 
Asian community are on, but there are serious differences among the key players such as 
China, Japan, and the ASEAN countries . China’s objections to the broadening of the East 
Asian Summit mechanism have aroused their suspicions about Beijing’s long-term strate-
gies particularly in the Asia-Pacific region . 

2. Energy security will pose a major challenge to Asian countries that predominantly depend 
on external sources of energy for their sustenance . The world will witness an unprecedented 
rise in energy demands from Asia, thanks to the rapidly expanding economies of China, In-
dia, Korea, and the ASEAN . Energy security can be ensured only if key Asian countries agree 
on cooperative efforts to ensure stable flow of energy sources at reasonable prices . But so 
far, they have not been able to formulate any collective strategy on matters like oil pricing, 
energy conservation, stockpiling, oil exploration, civilian nuclear energy, use of renewable 
energy sources, etc . On the contrary, competition for energy seems to be intensifying in the 
continent . Since energy is directly linked to their economic development, it is high time for 
them to formulate long-term strategies for the maximum utilization of the available energy 
sources in a cooperative perspective .

3. The rise of narrow nationalism coupled with the baggage of history will be another major 
challenge before Asia . It has been continuously seen how relations between many Asian 
countries – Japan and China, Japan and Korea, China and India, and India and Pakistan  – 
have been weighed down by the lingering memories of past history . They need to come to 
terms with history in order to ensure their smooth economic progress . Similarly, unbridled 
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nationalism could heighten tensions between countries . We have seen this phenomenon in 
Sino-Japanese relations in recent times .

Brief Biography

A well-known Indian scholar in the field of Japanese studies, K.V. KesaVan is currently a Distinguished Fel-

low at Observer Research Foundation (ORF), a leading private think tank based in New Delhi . He is in charge 

of the Japanese Studies programme at ORF . He was Professor of Japanese studies at the Centre for East Asian 

Studies, School of International Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, for over 30 years .

Author of several books on Japan, he has also written numerous research papers in Indian and foreign 

academic journals on Japan’s foreign policy and domestic politics . He has been a Visiting Professor/Fellow 

at many universities in Japan and the United States . In 2001, he received the Japanese Foreign Minister’s 

Commendation Award for his contribution to closer understanding between India and Japan . Having lived 

in Japan for several years, Professor Kesavan is fluent in the Japanese language .
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Ashish Kothari
What are the three most important questions for Asia, going forward, and why?

1. What are the implications for China and India’s emerging status as 
economic “superpowers,” both in Asia and globally? What will this 
mean for regional solidarity or friction, and for the environment? Will 
these two countries behave more responsibly than previous and cur-

rent superpowers; will they be stewards and leaders towards ecological sustainability and 
peace; or will they continue their initial steps towards being the new colonizers?

2. Asia’s history and traditions have elements and lessons that could help resolve the 
problems that the continent, and humanity in general, is facing, but will it utilize these or 
forget them in the mad rush towards material and technological growth? Can Asian peoples 
achieve a combination of wisdom and knowledge from traditional and modern systems, to 
move towards a saner future?

3. As the idea of bioregional or ecoregional governance gains ground, will the Asian na-
tion-state become less important, its political boundaries becoming figuratively or literally 
dissolved and replaced by new ones comprising ecologically defined ones? Will Asia be 
internally reconfigured to match more closely the boundaries of major ecological features 
and/or self-defined peoples, or will it become even more focused on the politically defined 
nation-states?

Brief Biography

ashish Kothari has been active on environment and development issues for over 30 years, since his 

school days when he and other colleagues started Kalpavriksh, an Indian environmental NGO . Kalpavriksh 

remains active, and Kothari now works full-time coordinating its Conservation and Livelihoods Programme .

A graduate in sociology, Kothari taught environment at the Indian Institute of Public Administration in 

the 1990s, and has been guest faculty at several universities, institutes, and colleges . In 2008, he was Mellon 

Global Fellow in Environment and Asian Studies at Bowdoin College, USA .

Kothari has been part of a number of Indian government initiatives on environmental governance . He was 

on the Environmental Appraisal Committee on River Valley Projects, Ministry of Environment and Forests, 

Government of India (1993–95), Member of the Expert Committee to formulate India’s Biological Diversity 

Act (mid-1990s), Member of the Expert Committee to frame the National Wildlife Action Plan (2001-02) .

In 2000–2004, he was Technical Coordinator of India’s National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan 

process, one of the world’s largest environmental planning exercises . He is currently on a Government of 

India committee to review the implementation of the Forest Rights Act 2006 .

At the international level, Kothari has been Co-Chair of the IUCN Inter-commission Strategic Direction 

on Governance, Equity, and Livelihoods in Relation to Protected Areas (TILCEPA) (1999–2008), and in the 

same period a member of the Steering Committees of the World Commission on Protected Areas (WCPA) and 

IUCN Commission on Environmental, Economic, and Social Policy (CEESP) . In 2002–2005, he was a member 

of the Board of Directors of Greenpeace International; currently he chairs the Board of Greenpeace India . He 

has also been on the steering group of the CBD Alliance, a global network of organizations working on the 

Convention on Biological Diversity .

Kothari has been active with a number of people’s movements, including Narmada Bachao Andolan 

(Save Narmada Movement) and Beej Bachao Andolan (Save the Seeds Movement) . A substantial part of his 
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work involves support to grassroots groups . He is the author or editor (alone or jointly with others) of over 

30 books and over 250 articles on environment / development / conservation issues . He is also very keen 

on photography, regularly publishing his work with his articles or books, and giving slide shows to various 

audiences .

Kothari currently lives in Pune, India .
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Dr. Young Sik Lee
What are the three most important questions for Asia, going forward, and why?

1. As the climate changes go on, the species that cannot adapt quickly 
enough will face extinction . We may face one of the greatest periods of 
mass extinction of species in Earth’s entire history . In Asia, the natural 
resources and biological diversity are ruined at the cost of develop-

ment . What is a proper model for the development and economic growth in Asia and in the 
world?

2. Are the human beings ready to challenge the change?  Unfortunately, everybody’s respon-
sibility becomes nobody’s . What should we do first to adapt ourselves to survive? In the area 
of K-12 education, our textbooks can include more environmental issues and topics . How-
ever, what are the practical teaching subjects and method for the future generation in Asia?

3. The greenhouse gases (especially carbon dioxide) are used to measure the green growth . 
The concentrations of carbon dioxide and several greenhouse gases have increased . Many 
individuals and countries are taking actions to reduce the production of carbon dioxide . Is 
there any other (or more directly related) alternative index for the same purpose?

Brief Biography

ProFessor Young siK lee is the Director of the Green Education Research Center (KHU GERC), funded by 

the Ministry of Education, Science, and Technology of Korea . One of the main missions of GERC is develop-

ing the textbook and educational materials for K-12 and adults in environmental and green growth areas .

Professor Young Sik Lee received a B .S . in chemistry from Seoul National University in Korea and a Ph .D . 

from the Department of Chemistry, Columbia University in the City of New York . Receiving a Ph .D . in high 

resolution spectroscopy, Professor Lee employs various spectroscopic techniques from simple molecular 

systems to the environmental monitoring . After receiving his Ph .D . degree, he worked as a post-doctoral 

research fellow at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in Berkeley, California . As a Professor in the 

Department of Applied Chemistry, Kyung Hee University in Korea, Professor Lee has taught in the areas of 

physical chemistry, spectroscopy, and STS since 1993 .

Professor Lee is an active member of the scientific and educational community . He serves as a board 

member of the Korean Chemical Society (KCS) and the Society of the International Gifted in Science (SIGS) . 

He is working as a Chair of KCS Information & Network Committee to plan and operate the webpages and 

database of KCS . Also Professor Lee has interests in science education for younger students and the public . 

He has been involved in international science olympiads such as IJSO and IChO since the late 1990s .
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Dr. Julie Matthews
What are the three most important questions for Asia, going forward, and why?

The following questions are premised on the assertion that the biggest 
threat to the future of life on Earth is climate change, peak oil, etc ., and 
the unsustainability of current social, economic, and political systems 
and the role education might play in achieving these ends .

1. Alternative visions and models: What is distinctively Asian about Asia? Under globalizing 
industrial capitalism where can we find distinctive Asian approaches to economy, gover-
nance, and sustainability? There is a dire need to identify new directions, visions, and ways 
of living sustainably; where can we find approaches that are specifically Asian, and how do 
they offer distinct economic and political alternatives to what we already have? What role 
might education play in this task?

2. Trust: A fundamental problem, as Copenhagen demonstrated, is a lack of trust between 
nation-states, in particular in different understandings of what is fair . Colonialism estab-
lished extractive trade relations between Europe and Asia, and within Asia itself . These 
relations enabled the industrial development of the West and uneven development of Asia . 
Can an Asian Union make for different economic and political relations? Is trust as sig-
nificant an issue for Asia as for the rest of the world? What role should education play in 
promoting understanding of historical conditions as precursors to distrust?

3. Leadership: Many Asian nations are major carbon dioxide emitters . In fact, Taiwan pro-
duces 1 percent of the total global emission output and ranks higher than Japan, South 
Korea, and many Western countries in terms of per capita output . Even though Taiwan is 
not allowed to participate in international climate change organizations/accords such as 
UNFCCC or Kyoto, it has reorientated its climate policy to voluntarily abide by international 
agreements . Do international accords and policy offer Asia the chance to reposition itself 
in the international community – either in terms of international leadership or through the 
creation of intra-Asian links operating through climate-friendly industries and markets, in-
cluding that of international education?

Brief Biography

assoCiate ProFessor julie mattheWs is an interdisciplinary researcher with a background in educa-

tion, cultural studies, sociology, and anthropology . Her work brings socio-cultural perspectives to bear on 

a broad range of contemporary issues and problems, and she has research expertise in cultural diversity 

issues and the education of minority, migrant, refugee, and international students .

She is the Director of Research in the Faculty of Social Sciences, responsible for mentoring staff and stu-

dents, and she teaches research methods to honours and masters students in the faculty . She is also Associate 

Director of the Sustainability Research Centre . She is co-convener of the Sociology of Education thematic 

group in the Australian Sociological Association (TASA) and a member of TASA . She is a member of the Aus-

tralian Association for Research in Education (AARE) and the International Sociological Association (ISA) .

Current research includes the South East Queensland Climate Adaptation Research Initiative (SEQ CARI), 

involving CSIRO, Australian Department of Climate Change, Queensland Government, Griffith University, 
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University of Queensland (2009–2011), which looks at the Adaptive Capacity Theme, and an Australian Re-

search Council Discovery Project (ARC-DP) (2010–2013) entitled Negotiating a Space in the Nation: the case 

of the Ngarrindjeri . This project investigates Aboriginal governance in relation to caring for country, com-

munity leadership, economic development, media representation, and international coalition-building and 

governmentality . Previous studies include two ARC-DP projects on Refugee Education (2005–2007) and Rec-

onciliation Pedagogy (2004–2006) .

Research expertise includes:

▸ Sustainability and education

▸ Minority, antiracist, and refugee education

▸ Critical pedagogy, reconciliation

▸ Internationalisation, international education, and community engagement

▸ Japanese diaspora, globalisation, and transnationalism

▸ Visual research methods
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Vahid V. Motlagh
What are the three most important questions for Asia, going forward, and why?

1. Is the GDP growth mentality a sure path toward a desirable future for 
Asia? Will the future Asians be able to remove the constraint and biases 
of the shining past and struggling present to open up new worldviews 
and horizons? Can the East imitate the West and its indicators of de-

velopment and progress to eventually take over the position of leaders from the West and 
dominate the new millennium? What could be the relevant metaphors? What are the most 
underlying and implicit assumptions that we tend to make with regard to the current and 
future West vs . East dichotomy?

2. Will the Eastern languages and cultures be able to nourish and support the emergence of 
a new kind of intelligence infrastructure and interface system and realize a paradigm shift 
with regard to the future developments of science and technology? What could be the form 
and content of such changes? Do we need to invest in alternative R&D projects in research 
centers, universities, and industries to help realize such a vision?

3. If Asia will become the center of global power in the near future, which possibilities may 
emerge from the cultural acceptability of biotechnology applications such as germ line gene 
therapy, cosmetic manipulations, designer babies, human cloning, and inexpensive ge-
nome sequencing among Asian nations? Will there be any relationship between the field of 
genetics, which studies the building blocks of human bodies on the one hand, and the field 
of memetics, which studies the building blocks of human cultures?

Brief Biography

VahiD V. motlagh is a 31-year-old Iranian futurist who lives in Tehran . He is a member of the World Futures 

Studies Federation and also a board member of the Shaping Tomorrow’s Foresight Network . He is a gradu-

ate in civil engineering from Sharif University of Technology, and reads Farsi, English, Arabic, and Italian .

Motlagh is among the first who has seriously promoted futures studies in the Iranian communities across 

the globe, as his writings and translations have benefitted experts and laypersons equally well . Since 2000 

he has been an active blogger and in 2003 he transformed his weblog into a website, VahidThinkTank .

com, to better and more easily share his knowledge with other Iranians and Persian-speaking individuals . 

Through this website he has been able to effectively send the futures message to the public-at-large . Today 

the website is popular among Iranian and Persian-speaking individuals who look for updates and the state-

of-the-art in futures studies .

Motlagh is currently an independent futurist . But before leaving a foresight expert career in Iran in 2008, 

he was for ten years a strategic and scenario-planning analyst, editor, and translator at diverse Iranian think 

tanks and was also Editor-in-Chief of the Persian Encyclopedia of Futures . In addition to translating, editing, 

publishing, and offering short seminars, he has provided knowledge services in strategy consulting projects 

and long-term planning initiatives for both public and private clients .

He has authored and translated (often with others) more than ten Farsi books . Two of these, titled Value-

focused Thinking and Scenario Planning, received a national book award and prize . Almost all of these Farsi 

books carry the theme of science and technology foresight as well as futures studies and decision-analysis 

tools and methods .
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Major General ANM Muniruzzaman
What are the three most important questions for Asia, going forward, and why?

1. The pace of Asian regionalism is much slower than its economic 
pace . The course of regionalism is also fragmented in some form, mak-
ing the path of pan-Asian unity more difficult to achieve in the short to 
medium term . Will this stand in the way of the rise of Asia and, if so, 

what can be done to integrate the continent into a cohesive geographical entity?

2. The strategic landscape in Asia is unstable and at times volatile . Much remains to be seen 
and done in the course of redesigning the role and influence of the major powers . The envi-
ronment of cooperation or competition in the strategic space will have significant influence 
on how it shapes its future political and economic landscape . What will be the path of a 
sustainable strategic shift that will be conducive to a stable future for Asia?

3. The extreme economic divides in Asia both internally in nation-states and as a region is 
a worrying pattern . The massive marginalization of segments of societies is becoming even 
more glaring as some amass huge wealth . Even with impressive national growth in many 
countries in Asia, the numbers of poor and ultra-poor continue to rise (i .e ., India has grown 
at an impressive pace for the past year and yet more than 45 percent of Indians continue 
to live below the poverty line) . Can this imbalanced growth trajectory continue or collapse 
under social disorder? What can nations do to correct this gross inequality?

Brief Biography

major general muniruzzaman (Retd) is a career military officer who served 38 years in active duty . He 

was commissioned in the regiment of artillery and commanded a field artillery regiment and two artillery 

brigades . He has commanded an infantry brigade and an infantry division . He also served in different staff 

appointments as Brigade Major, GSO 2 of Military Operation Directorate at the Army HQ, GSO 1 (Operations) 

at Infantry Division HQ . He served as a member of the faculty as Directing Staff and Senior Instructor in the 

Defense Command and Staff College, and regularly lectures at the National Defense College . He was the 

Military Secretary to the President of Bangladesh, as well as the Colonel Commandant of the Regiment of 

Artillery (Head of the Bangladesh artillery) .

General Muniruzzaman is an experienced peacekeeper . He has taught the subject as a faculty member 

and has experience in the field . He was a member and head of the country contingent to UNTAC in Cambodia . 

He also has the distinction of heading the post-election UN Mission in Cambodia, monitoring the political 

and security stability situation of the country, and as the head of the mission acting as a link between the 

government of Cambodia and the UN Secretary-General’s office .

He is now the President and CEO of the Bangladesh Institute of Peace and Security Studies (BIPSS), a 

leading think tank in South Asia . He also headed the government’s think tank under the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs . BIPSS focuses on the whole spectrum of security issues: traditional, nontraditional, and transnation-

al security issues . He is a founding member of the consortium Non-traditional Security–Asia, based at NTU, 

Singapore . He sits on the Board of Governors of the Council for Asian Transnational Threats Research . He is 

a member of the International Military Advisers Council on Climate Change and the Global Futures Forum . 

He is also an advisor on climate change and energy security at the G-20 consultative process . He is a frequent 

speaker on international security and policy issues in the international conference and lecture circuit . He 

has spoken at conferences/events at the UN, EU, ARF, NATO, Shangri-la Dialogue, ASPEN, World Security Con-
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ference, consultations on the future of Afghanistan, Climate Summit – COP15, IISS, RUSI, etc . He is consulted 

by different governments and international organizations on security issues, and appears regularly on both 

national and international media to give his expert opinion . He is Editor of the quarterly security studies 

journal Peace and Security Review and also publishes regularly on strategic and security issues .

General Muniruzzaman has a wide training and education background . He was commissioned from the 

Pakistan Military Academy and has received advanced training from the USA, India, Pakistan, Malaysia, 

Austria, former Yugoslavia, Turkey, China, etc . He is a graduate of the National University of Bangladesh, 

National Defense College, Malaysian Armed Forces Staff College, and Legal Studies School of the US Naval 

War College . He has visited a large number of countries in the world .

General Muniruzzaman is married and blessed with a son and daughter .
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Appendix: Participants’ Statements and Brief Biographies

Dr. Shin-Eui Park
What are the three most important questions for Asia, going forward, and why?

1. “I’m a Vietnamese American – Colored Woman – Feminist…” (Trinh 
T . Minh-ha, Filmmaker, Post-colonial theorist, University of California 
at Berkeley Professor)

“I’m a Korean resident in Japan – Nationality, South Korea – Ed-
ucated in a Joseon School (National education under the influence of North Korea) – A 
member of National Football Team of North Korea – Player for VfL Bochum of Germany’s 
Bundesliga…” (Jong Tae-Se, Football Player)

“I’m a Burmese – Representative of The Migrant Workers Television (MWTV) in Seoul – 
Secretary of ‘Burma Action’ in Korea – Vocalist and Guitarist of Stop Crackdown, a Migrant 
Workers Band in Korea…” (Soe Moe Thu, Worker)

Globalization, Diaspora, Transnational Phenomena, Multiple Self-identity, Identity 
by “Location,” Transborder or Transitional Existence, the Question of Identity by asking: 
“Where am I?” rather than “Who am I?” “What historical, social conflicts surround me?” “Is 
it possible to talk about Asian Identities?” “How are Asian values presented?”

2. In a certain sense, globalization makes it easier for Asian people to share experiences and 
understanding of cultural differences and diversity, and suggests the possibility of solidar-
ity . In fact, local networks among Asian countries became a frequent phenomenon, due to 
the decline of the nation-state and nationalism . And also this condition can provide a dy-
namic and plural context in thinking about cultural identity . In particular, “Pan-Asianism 
movement” is going on a new level through the mass culture, for example with “Han (Ko-
rean) Wave” or “Il (Japan) Wave .” Dance music brings together Asian youth, and also trendy 
dramas and pop stars seem to facilitate Asian cultural cohesion . However, can it be enough 
to represent new Asian cultural identity? Even though it can be said in a discourse of politi-
cally neutral cultural exchange, in reality it functioned as an instrument to expand culture 
market by the notion of a “cultural dominant .” So, how can we be freed from cultural im-
perialism regenerated by multi-national cultural capitalism? And also, how can we develop 
the autonomy and diversity in the cultural territory, fostered by globalization?

3. Culture becomes an object of exchange, naturally, in the globalizing process . The unilat-
eral and ruling relationship between “colonialism vs . post-colonial” and “core nation vs . 
periphery nation” declines, and instead what appears is the interpretation of the variety of 
lives that people lead . However, what is the true meaning of “exchange”?

Let’s bring up the issue of cultural exchange as “transversality” or transversing . Above 
all things, this concept is rooted in a different context from that of the cultural exchange 
mediated by the concept of “dominance” and neutrality . While taking full advantages of 
cultural potential that follows the shifting transnational boundaries of globalization, it is 
necessary, at the same time, to practice the twofold task overcoming the globalized neo-lib-
eral system . Cultural exchange as transversality or transversing can involve not only cultural 
difference but also the coexistence of cultural imbalance and even cultural contradiction . 
That’s why the phenomena of cultural exchange are multilayered and cannot be explained 
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by one single reason .
“Amusing Culture Clash,” “Difference without Conflict,” “Creative Difference Subsisting 

in/between Plurality”: Could we suggest some of these “politics of difference” for the reflec-
tion on Cultural Identity and Asian Values in the future?

Brief Biography

Dr. shin-eui ParK is a Professor in the Department of Arts & Cultural Management (Museum Management 

and Cultural Policy) of The Graduate School of Business Administration at Kyung Hee University, Seoul, 

Korea; an Art Critic and Art Historian; a Director of Center for Arts and Cultural Management; President of 

Korean Society of Arts and Cultural Management . She studied art history in Sorbonne (Paris) and has been 

working in the field of contemporary art, arts management, and cultural policy since 1988 . Specially she was 

a board member of Arts Council Korea, member of the Presidential Commission on Policy Planning and also 

of Commission of Policy Evaluation under the Prime Minister; Korean delegate for ASEM Cultural Meeting 

(1998) and for IFACCA Asian Meeting (2007); member of the International Council of Museums (ICOM) .

Professor Park has written such publications as: Arts and Cultural Management: Theory and Practice, 

Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, a Multi-media Artist . “Arts Education, Evoking a Potential Creativity of All” (2010), 

“Une Nouvelle Approche sur la Friche Artistique en Cas des Centres Nationaux des Arts de la Rue” (2009), 

“The Base of Business Administration and its Creative Expansion in Arts & Cultural Management” (2008), 

Asian Arts Administration for International Exchange and Cooperation (2008), and many other articles on 

“Creative City,” arts policy, museum management, media art, etc .
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Dada Shambhushivananda
What are the three most important questions for Asia, going forward, and why?

1. Moral dilemmas of the future in light of the historical tapestry of 
Chinese and Indian philosophy – the two civilizations that have lasted 
for thousands of years . It could be interesting to explore how these civi-
lizations may unfold and face the challenges facing the planet . So, our 

first task would be to define the possible moral dilemmas and ethical imperatives of the 
future and then to see what is there in the Oriental philosophies of the past and the present 
that could aid the sketching of the future .

2. What alternative economic and political futures are possible in Asia in light of belief sys-
tems prevailing in Asia? Is “Asian renaissance” a possibility? What could hold Asia back? 
What could be the building blocks of an Asia-led global renaissance? What are the Asian 
notions of world leadership? How could scientific and technological innovations map the 
Asian future?

3. Oceans, space, and biosphere are not the paternal property of any single nation or group . 
The exploration of the hidden wealth of oceans and space raises the same eternal questions 
of property rights and responsibilities . Are the resolutions of the United Nations in these ar-
eas enough to charter a new chapter of east-west/north-south partnership towards building 
a free and just world?

Brief Biography

Dr. shambhushiVananDa, alias Dadaji, 62, is the Chancellor (Kulapati) of a neohumanist global educa-

tion network called Gurukula [www .gurukul .edu], which runs over 1200 educational institutions in over 80 

countries and blends ecological and self-realization ethics . He is also the resident Rector of Yoga Seminary 

and International School for Social Service in Sweden [www .cns-se .org] . He is also the Chairman of the 

Global Subcommittee on PROUT, the progressive utilization theory [www .prout .org] propounded by Shrii 

P .R . Sarkar .

Dr . Shambhushivananda holds a Ph .D . in business and applied economics from the Wharton School of 

Business, School of Arts and Sciences, University of Pennsylvania (1978) . He is also a gold-medalist from 

Punjab University, where he did his undergraduate studies and master’s degree in commerce . He was on 

the faculty of University of Scranton, Rutgers University, Drexel University, Philadelphia College of Textiles 

and Science (now Philadelphia University) (1972–1979) . Among his several accolades are: International 

Mahatma Gandhi Award (1991); Karyalaya Shiromani Award, given by Indian Research Association (1992); 

Ambassador of Peace, nominated by Universal Peace Federation (2007) .

He has been a globetrotter speaker since the early 1970s and was a keynote speaker at numerous fo-

rums around the world including the Lithuanian Parliament during its independence from the Soviet Union 

(1989), Parliament of World Religions (1999), Kyoto Forum (1998), International Women’s Centre in Stock-

holm (2005/2007), World Futures Forum (2006), Educational Challenges for the 21st century (Beer-Sheva, 

Israel, May 2006), Swedish Academy of Sustainable Development (2009), and scores of international gather-

ings .

As a yogic monk, Dr . Shambhushivananda writes and speaks on issues related to world peace and estab-

lishment of a just and spiritual world .
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Appendix: Participants’ Statements and Brief Biographies

Dr. Chunmiao Zheng
What are the three most important questions for Asia, going forward, and why?

1. How well will China cope with its water crisis ahead?
China has been going through a remarkable economic expansion 

and transformation since the late 1970s with an average annual growth 
rate of nearly 10 percent . The American agricultural expert and en-

vironmentalist Lester Brown published a provocative book in 1995 entitled Who Will Feed 
China: Wake-up Call for a Small Planet . Brown pointed to the fact that China has less than 
10 percent of the world’s farmland but must feed more than 20 percent of the world’s pop-
ulation . With rapid industrialization and population growth of around 14 million a year, 
China’s potential grain deficit, he contended, could be so large that it would overwhelm the 
export capacity of the United States and other exporting countries, and lead to fierce price 
wars . More than 15 years later, Brown’s worst-case scenario has not materialized . Partly in re-
sponse to Brown’s alarming prediction, the Chinese government has made concerted efforts 
to increase grain production and has mostly managed to feed its people by stabilizing grain 
prices, cutting taxes and giving subsidies to grain growers, limiting the loss of arable lands, 
and improving farming practices . Nevertheless, the long-term prognosis on China’s grain 
production and consumption is still not optimistic . One important reason is the increasing 
difficulty of finding sufficient water resources to support irrigated agriculture . Thus, today, 
of greater concern may be the question of whether the unprecedented economic growth in 
China over the past three decades can be sustained as the problems of water shortage and 
environmental pollution continue to worsen . China has been battling water shortages in its 
northern and western provinces for a long time . But burgeoning economic growth and wide-
spread environmental pollution have aggravated the water storage problem . China’s State 
Council warned in a December 2007 drought-fighting directive that even after taking water-
saving measures into full account, China’s water use will reach or approach the total volume 
of exploitable water resources by 2030 . Can China cope with its water crisis ahead? The 
answer to this question clearly has huge implications for China and the rest of the world .

2. Can China maintain its economic growth while significantly reducing carbon emissions?
China is the largest coal producer and consumer in the world . Coal takes up 70 percent 

of China’s primary energy consumption, far ahead of the average world level of 29 percent . 
Besides, 85 percent of CO2 emissions come from coal . Even under the most aggressive policy 
scenario, coal will continue to supply nearly half of China’s energy demand through 2030 
and a significant portion for the foreseeable future . The Chinese government has committed 
to cutting CO2 emissions per unit of GDP by 40–45 percent in 2020, compared with the 2005 
level . Can this ambitious goal be achieved without hurting China’s economic momentum?

3. How to sustain a clean and adequate water supply to the world’s poorest population?
With more than a billion people lacking safe drinking water in some poorest parts of the 

world and as many as three million dying from water-related diseases annually, the wealthy 
nations of the world have an obligation to help the poor countries gain access to safe and 
affordable water supplies . How to achieve this goal is a major challenge for the world’s po-
litical leaders and international organizations .
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Brief Biography

Chunmiao zheng currently holds the position of Chair Professor of Water Resources and Director of the 

Center for Water Research at Peking University, China . He is also the George Lindahl III Endowed Professor 

of Hydrogeology in the Department of Geological Sciences at the University of Alabama . The primary areas 

of his research are contaminant transport, groundwater management, and hydrologic modeling . Zheng is 

developer of the MT3D/MT3DMS series of contaminant transport models used in over 100 countries, and 

author of the textbook Applied Contaminant Transport Modeling, published by Wiley in 1995 and 2002, and 

translated into Chinese in 2009 . Zheng was the recipient of the 1998 John Hem Excellence in Science and 

Engineering Award from the National Ground Water Association and a Fellow of the Geological Society of 

America . In 2009 he received the Birdsall-Dreiss Distinguished Lecturer award from the Geological Society 

of America, which took him to 70 universities and research institutions worldwide . Zheng has served as 

Associate Editor for several leading hydrology journals, including Ground Water, Journal of Hydrology, Hy-

drogeology Journal, and Water Resources Research, as well as NSF/DOE/EPA grant review panels . Currently 

Zheng is a member of the Standing Committee on Hydrologic Science of the National Research Council, a 

member of a National Academies panel to identify the major challenges and future opportunities in the 

field of hydrologic sciences, and President of the International Commission on Groundwater of the Inter-

national Association of Hydrologic Sciences . Zheng received a Ph .D . in hydrogeology from the University of 

Wisconsin-Madison .




